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Juniors To Celebrate Old Shenandoah
"Oh Shenandoah" will be
the theme for Madison's first
Ring Dance Weekend. The
weekend, sponsored by the
Junior Class, will begin this
Thursday.
The activities for Thursday
will include decorations situated around campus, Junior
Class name tags, and a banquet that evening. Immediately following the banquet,
the class- program "Shenandoah '69 Style" will begin.
An informal dance, featuring "the Megatons" from Virginia Tech, will be held Friday from 8 p.m. to 12 p.m. in
Keezell gym. The dance is
open to all juniors who have
paid their dues as well as boys
from other schools. Cokes

will be sold at the dance for
refreshment.
Saturday, a formal " ring
dance will be held from 9 p.m.
until 12 p.m. in Keezell gym.
"The Melodiers" will be the
orchestra for the evening. The
dance will consist of four different figures in the shape of
MC and interlocking hearts.
Each girl will carry a white
rose while her date carries
her ring on a satin ribbon.
The gym will depict a southern mansion. Pictures will be
taken of the couples at the
price of $3.50 for two 5" by 7"
and fjour^ wallet size pictures.
Admission will be $2.00 for
those who have paid their dues
and $4.00 for those who have
not.

These are the chairmen of
the various committees for the
Ring Dance Weekend: Banquet chairman, Mary Jane
Williamson; menu, Marilyn
Meter; tickets, Judy Tarrish;
invitations, Anita Richardson;
place cards, Martha Maloney;
flowers, Joan Bailey; campus
decorations, Janet Butler;
name tags, Linda Snyder; program, Pat Merchant; ring
dance chairman, Geri Savage;
invitations and favors, Linda
Gush; publicity, Kathy Stedman; photography, Patty Iacobucci; decorations, Sandy
Bradley; co-chairmen, Karen
Heuser and Craig Molnar; refreshments, Betty Spain;
music, Cheryl Mallony; figure
and flowers, Shirley Quinell;
and historian, Jane Busel.

Students Defund College Paper

J. J. Camdcn leads prospective cheerleaders.

Madison's First Cheerleaders
Aim For Better School Spirit
The Physical Education Department is in the process of
choosing Madison's first cheerleaders, At the suggestion of
Dr. Hall and the men's basketball team, a cheerleadmg team
will be initiated this year. The
girls should encourage more
school spirit and set an example for the rest of the student body.
Prospective girls attended a
general meeting on Wednesday, November 8, in Keezel
gym. The first practice for
tryouts was conducted by
Joyce Camden, who is a freshman P.E. major and member
of the National Cheerleading
Association. Ninety-nine girls
turned out for this practice
session. Two cheers were

taught (a victory cheer and a
Madison cheer) along with
three different jumps. On
Tuesday, November 14, at
6:30 the candidates will perform the newly learned cheers
and jumps individually and in
groups. At these final tryouts, eight cheerleaders will
be chosen. . The judges are
Mrs. Bodkin (cheerleading advisor at Harrisonburg High
School), Philip Huntsinger
(men's varsity basketball
coach), Jane Myers, Barbra
Miller, and o Carolyn Barnes
(cheerleading advisor). The
squad will consist of eight
members (six regular and two
alternate) who will cheer for
the nine men's home games
and the four women's games.

Cafeteria Regulations Discussed
The Dining Hall Committee
met with Jean Copper, the
college dietician, on November 2. Current problems concerning dining hall regulations
were discussed.
One of. the main problems
in the diirig hall at this time
is that girls other than the
waitresses are nising the waitresses' locker room. Students
are also leaving money in the

coat room and in the dining
hall itself.
The dining hall staff requests that the following rules
be complied with for the benefit of both the students and
the staff:
1) Keep the line moving and
limit (the conversation
while standing in line.
2) Use the furthest milk machine,
(Continued on Page 7)

President's Open Meetings
Thursday, November 16
Blackwell Auditorium
Thursday, December 7
Blackwell Auditorium
Thursday, February 8
Wilson Hall Auditorium
Thursday, March 7
Blackwell Auditorium
Thursday, April 25 —
Wilson Hall Auditorium
Thursday, May 16 -—
Wilson Hall Auditorium
Meetings will begin at 6:30 p.m. All students are invited.

Editor's note: This ar- . said he would be willing to
give news space to present
tide was written by K.
the opposite point of view
Ikenbe(|y, Washingwhen
his paper runs a story
ton Star staff writer.
on a controversial subject, but
The student assembly at that he would object to any
George Mason College has cut review board.
off funds for the school newsThe editor of the Ledger is
paper, charging that it is preselected
by members of the
senting too much news on
marijuana and the Vietnam staff.
war and not enough on camThe student assembly voted
pus activities.
on Monday to suspend fundLonflN, P. Thompson, chan- ing the publication "until a
cellor of/tbe Northern Virginia newspaper that is representacollege, was to meet with the tive of the student body is
assembly and three representa- established." The action came
tives of the newspaper staff after a petition was presented
protesting the direction of the
today to discuss the action.
newspaper. It was signed by
Michael F. Johnson, presi- about 270 students.
dent of the 14-member student
Johnson said that since
assembly, said the suspension
Becker
took over as editor at
of funds was prompted by a
"feeling that since the stu- the beginning of the school
dents pay for it, the news- year, more than a quarter of
paper should be responsible to the space in the paper has
been devoted to nonschool
them in some way."
news.
Paul T. (Terry) Becker, ediBecker, who opposes the
tor of the paper, said he is
willing to compromise to some Vietnam war, feels that his
extent with the student lead- personal views played a part
ers, but feels "it isn't the jgur-_ in the assembly's decision.
pose of the newspaper to proi Urges Legal Marijuana
mote school spirit."
The Ledger has urged in an
The paper, the Gunston
Ledger, is distributed free to editorial that marijuana be
the student body each week. made legal. It devoted the
Students pay an activities fee better part of one of four
of $5 per semester with $2.1f\ pages in the Oct. 26 edition
to coverage of the Pentagon
going for the newspaper.
anti-war demonstration.
Calls Editorials Offensive
Johnson said many students
Johnson charged that besides slighting schopl activities in favor of national and
international issues, the newspaper presents an editorial
view that is offensive to many
students.
Johnson proposed that
guidelines be set up for the
paper and that some sort of
review board be appointed to
oversee it.
Becker, a 22-year-old junior
who is majoring in English,

were offended by a reference
in a bylined column to President Johnson's "ugly daughters."
The studSn^ assembly will
pay for the issue scheduled to
come put this week. It will
meet Friday to discuss the
situatibn further.
The assembly is a provisional body, functioning as a stu«
dent council while a constitution for the student government is drawn up.

S. James Kurtz

Kurtz Schedules
Performances
S. James Kurtz, Assistant
Professor of Music at Madison, will give a clarinet recital
November 19, at 3:00 P.M.
The concert, to be held in the
Duke Fine Arts Building, is
the second of the faculty recitals.
Kurtz graduated from New
i
York University where he received his B.A. and M.A.-1legrees. He continued his graduate studies at Columbia University.
The program will consist of
a **CTarinet Quintet in A Major KU. 581" by Mozart, with
piano accompaniment. There
are four movements to this
piece.' They are "Allegretto",
"Larghetto", "Menuetto", and
"Temacon Varioquoni". The
second piece will be "Sech
Lieder, Op. 103." Featured irt ?
this piece will be clarinet,
Helen Ininger, piano and Salley Lance, soprano. This piece
has six movements and they
are as follows: "See still Mein
Herz", "Ziverigesang", "Sehnsucht", "Wiegenlied", ""Das
Heinliche Lied", and "Wach
auf".

r
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Students Can Reach President
,

V , ,

College presidents are often thought of as men of myth or
someone completely unapproachable. The duties of a president
are numerous and never-ending. With such a busy schedule
it is expected that a student would rarely get to see our president, let alone speak with him. At Madison, this is not true.
President Miller has realized the lack in good campus communication. In an effort to better this situation, he has arranged open meetings with the students to discuss anything
and everything. Students may voice their opinions on various
campus affairs and may ask specific questions which the president will endeavor to answer.
This is a policy unique on the college front Instead of
students getting their information second or third hand, or reading it in our paper, or listening to local gossip, they will be able
to get it direct "from the brass." This will eliminate all questions that might arise through poor communications.
This innovation will do more than inform students on campus affairs. It will give the administration insight on the feelings of the students. With a better knowledge of campus
moral, President Miller will be better equipped to alter school
policy.
We feel this policy is a great stepping stone in the uniting
of students and administration. We sincerely hope students
will take advantage of this privilege and not leave our president
starring into an empty auditorium.
2

MAC

University Status Far Away
Madison College, soon to have the status of university, as
many people both outside and inside can see, is experiencing
its growing pains. Yet it takes more than the .fact that the
college can offer a doctorate and professors to instruct the new
doctor. It takes a definite degree of intellectual curiosity on
the part of the students.
It has been noticed that college students elsewhere and
at Madison feel that their investment, in the form of tuition, is
to be reimbursed many times by a long and prosperous life in
the tower of upper class snobbery and paranoia. The students,
Madison included, are turning into intellectual mercenaries.
Can a university, the most coveted title issued to a school, produce a mere soldier in the army of exurbia? I fear not.
A student must be learning for the pure sake of learning,
not for the money he can get out of it. Perhaps when the student becomes a student of knowledge, majoring in the ways of
life, classes would become Worthwhile, the tuition would really
be reimbursed many times, and then, only then, will Madison
have a true right to call itself a university.
MPT
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Rent Room
But Reside
There Too

REVERBERATIONS
Honor Must Be Student Trait

Dear Editor:
What is the worth of Madison's Honor Code?
Is it having to watch a
mock trial just to see what
will happen to you if you happen to break the Honor Code?
Is it having to sign the professor's honor pledge even
The Virginia Cavaliers are
gentlemen,
an image the men
though you, as an individual,
have taken the test on YOUR on our own campus should
look up to and try to imitate.
honor?f
Could it be they don't want
Is it having to show an I.D.
Virginia taking the girls
card or pay for your meals,
away? Any guy who makes
even though you, on your
himself pleasing in a girl's
honor, swear that you just
eyes will have no trouble gethappened to leave your card
ting a date, and the beating
back in the room?
up of boys from other schools
Is it having to have a week- doesn't help the Madison
end invitation sent tojthe dean men's image one bit, in fact,
of women, even though you, it shows their immaturity.
again, on your honor, have
I probably "won't attend the
signed out using the correct
address of the party with mixer, but, if I did, I would
be pleased to see a gentleman
which you are staying?
among the crowd. It isn't fair
Is is spending the weekend
when gracious invitations are
on another campus, and findextended to us, so, why leave
ing that the dean's office has them out?
sent a letter to the school
which you are visiting, stating
Deborah S. Emerson
that any misbehavior probClass of 71
lems should be reported for
immediate action?
Men Point Out Frosh Errors

The following letter appeared in the October 27
issue of UVa.'s Cavalier
Daily. It is being reprinted at the request of
Dean Reubush.
Dear Editor:
I would appreciate your
finding space for this letter in
your paper as I express the
feeling of many hostesses who
have approved housing and
open their homes to the dates
of Virginia students.
Please let it be known that
we enjoy keeping the girls and
many of us have made some
nice friends. I have personally enjoyed having the girls
but have found that several
have abused the rules or taken
advantage of their hostess.
Unfortunately many boys
feel that they should play it
safe and make reservations at
several homes and at the last
moment cancel or not even
take* the time to cancel. At
Openings many of us turned
down reliable boys, thinking
we had a full house, only to
find that 50 percent failed to
show or called on the last
night (very, very late) to say
the date was ill, etc. After a
hostess goes to the trouble of
making up fresh beds, rearranging furniture and purchasing food for . the girls...
boys'and girls should be held
responsible for such reservations. Many families count on
this source of income for their
living. Some girls do not pay
for their lodging after leaving
and their dates refuse to do
so, some girls make long distance calls which come in late
on bills.

Is it having to have your
library books checked before
you can leave the library,
even though you say, on your
honor, that the books have
been checked out correctly,
and that you are not stealing
the books?
£i
If this is Madison Honor,
and if its worth would be
judged in pennies and nickels,
then I would find myself to
be a very poor person.
Ann Edward
March Only Shows Sincerity

Dear Editor,
This article is being written
to express the views of some
concerned Seniors. Yes, we
did have a Senior Candlelight
March after our class day OcOccasionally a girl decides tober 31. Not many Seniors
not to check in, putting the were able to participate behostess and friends on a spot cause they had spent all evenot knowing what has hap- ning at the banquet and class
pened to her. Curfew is usual- day and had to forego the
ly 3 A. M. which is more than march due to studies and
generous I believe. I think meetings.
The march was planned and
each student should think
enough of the Honor System. initiated by the Sports Leader.
to honor his reservation with She could not lead the march
any hostess and inform his because she is seriously ill in
date what is and is not ex- a Roanoke Hospital. The
pected, if it is her first visit march was supposed to show
the sincerity we have come to
to Charlottesville.
feel for Madison. Remember,
this feeling is not always an
No girl should be expected
outward show, but after four
to pay more than $4 a night
good years has become an inunless she has been given a
ward feeling.
full breakfast. It would be
Evidently, Stephen does not
nice to know if your date is
know many Seniors. If it's
sleeping on a cot or bed besomething our class does lack;
fore she reaches the hostess's
it is apathy toward the world
home ... if necessary ask your
around us—moral, social, and
hostess when making the
political. I am looking forreservation. Do not enter the
ward to seeing the spirit in
home after your date, if it is
after A.' M. and by all means the Senior Class of 71.
Carol Horton
drive carefully in the neighborhood. This will make for better relationship both ways ... Freshman Says U Va Omitted
and people will continue to Dear Editor,
open their homes.
Although I may
.d.
prejudiced, I feel I must say
(Name withheld on request) something about the invita-

..
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tions to the Freshman and
Sophomore Mixer to the various schools in the area. Why
was Virginia left out? For
years they have extended gracious invitations to the students of Madison to their football games, dances, opening
week-ends, etc.

.

■

■
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Dear Editor:
Although we may sound
prejudiced, we feel we must
say something in rebuttle to
Miss Emerson's letter to the
editor about Virginia "gentlemen".
There is no denying that
these "gentlemen'' have, in the
past, extended "gracious" invitations to the Madison ladies
to attend their football games,
dances, and other social activities. This we commend. But
we do not commend their ulterior motives. After meeting
several of these so called "gentlemen", and getting to know
them, it is plain to us that
quite a few of them are just
pleasure-seeking "boys" looking for fun. In any event,
this was the impression displayed to us by their actions.
We are trying to look at
this problem with an
mind, not with a closed one.
Living at a nearby motel, a
favorite UVa. stop on weekends, we have come into contact with a number of these
"gentlemen".
Approximately
75% of those we have met,
appear nothing more than
spoiled young "boys",' engaged
in the sport of woman-chasing, seemingly at the expense
of others, (note: approximately 75% of our acquaintances).
They return night after night
telling luscious tales of their
experiences at Madison. .Inebriated, disorderly, and "ever
so cool", is this the image we
should try to imitate? ,We
strongly feel Miss Emerson's
concept of a "gentleman" is
entirely out of proportion.
(Continued on Page 7)
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On The Light Side

Va. Represented
At 4-H Congress

College Life Has Not Changed
Editor's note: The following article, by an unknown author, was submitted to THE BREEZE
by a member of the "older generation". It fits life
at Madison College, at
least the life of the female.
The ivy-twined discoveries
of a young miss about to start
four grueling years of college
can be unique.
The academic . and social
mountain she has conquered
in high school is a' mole hill
when faced with parentless
and peerful times of collegiate
choices and decisions.* Taking pity on all collegebound girls, this former coed
offers, for the first time, her
undergraduate diary covering
a span of crucial, importantat-the-time and well-jememb e r e d happenings, starting
with:
Freshman year — There is
no tea at a tea. Sweatshirts
are not washed with underwear. Use a towel when bulb
snatching from the hallways.
Eight hours of sleep are not
necessary. Be kind to freshman boys; senior boys graduate. Lipstick is a good substitute for rouge. There is no
such thing Is "night submarine races." Fraternity men
know everything. TGIF
(Thank Goodness It's Friday).
Learn a graceful exit from a
sportscar.
Sophomore year — Bridge.
Six hours of sleep are not
necessary.
Fraternity boys
know nothing. Tray stealing
takes extreme nonchalance.
Black coffee. Salinger is king.

Saturday classes are a mistake.
The biggest possible smoke
ring is 2j^ by 3 inches. Marie
Antoinette's bathtub held up
her escape during some revolution. Toasted cheese sandwiches can be made with an
iron and tinfoil, cheese and
bread saved from lunch time.
Wearing a raincoat over pajamas to early classes saves
time.
Junior year — One tea bag
can make 12 cups of tea. Number 10 thread sews up sneaker
holes effectively. Sun lamps
can be dangerous. Film can
be successfully loaded in a
broom closet during the day.
All engineering majors look
like George Chakiris. "Thou
Shalt Not Watertight," due to
university ordinance. Selling
textbooks helps pad allowJanet Burgess
ances from home. Queen Elizabeth wrote Shakespeare's
plays. A housemother is not
easily fooled.
Senior year — Grad stuby Janet Merritt
ior instructor. She has taught
dents, male. Sleep is a waste
in ' the Maryland public
This fall, the foreign lan- schools, and for the past year
of time. Discovery of antihero literary concept might guage department at Madison served as an instructor at Patmean selling $15 graduation- has three new faculty addi- rick Henry College of the Unigift dictionary to buy paper- tions, the chemistry depart- versity of Virginia. Scott is
backs of Dostoyevsky, Bellow, ment has two, the geology de- replacing Elizabeth Neatrour,
McCullers, Kafka and West.
partment, one; and the physi- who is on an educational
Stronger prescription glasses.
leave of absence.
Careful check should be made cal and health education deto. find out if student needs partment, .two.
Dr. Liberty Casali
5j/£ credits in something in
order.£o graduate. Seven-hour
Dr. Liberty Casali, a native
Joan C. Burke
bull session regarding "The
of West Virginia, is an assistJoan C. Burke, a native of ant professor of chemistry.
Peace Corps—Two Years SeConnecticut,
is a Spanish in- She attended the University of
curity". Nine-hour bull sesstructor.
She
earned a B.A. Louisiana, but earned her B.S.
sion regarding "Grad School
—Two to Three Years' Secur- degree and a M.A. degree degree from Duke University.
ity". Twelve-hour bull session from the University of Con- She also studied at the Uniregarding "Marriage — The necticut. She also earned a versity of North Carolina and
Easy Way Out". A $19 hair- certificate for special studies earned a Ph.D. degree from
piece saves setting time at in Spanish from the Univer- the University of Colorado.
sity of Madrid. Burke has Casali has experience as an innight.
taught in ,the public schools of dustrial chemist and a public
Trumbull, Connecticut, and school teacher. She has also
for the past two years ha* taught at Wheaton College,
lina, coming directly from been an instructor at SouthSpain, will present his "Bailes west Missouri State College. the University of Colorado,
Espanola" at Wilson Auditor- She is replacing Harold Hite, Russell Sage College, Winium on January 9. Authentic whose appointment at Madi- throp College, and Bridgewater College. Dr. Casali is
Spanish dances, with accom- son terminated. .
replacing Dr. Doris Stage,
panying music, will be prewho
resigned.
sented in richly decorated cosHoward R. Cohen
tumes.
\
An evening of song will be
Dr. Raymond O. Simmons
Howard R. Cohen, a native
offered by the talented young of Tennessee, is a Spanish inDr. Raymond O. Simmons,
singers of the Metropolitan structor. He earned a B.A.
a native of Tennessee, is an
Studio Ensemble. This musi- degree from the University of
associate professor of chemiscal group is part of the Metro- Alabama, .studied nnp year at
- try;—He attended- the Uni verpolitan Opera of New York. David Lipscomb College in
sity of Tennessee, but earned
The theme of their perform- Tennessee, and then returned
his B.S.A., M.S., and Ph.D.
ance on March 6 is entitled, to the University of Alabama
degrees from Purdue Univer"Shakespeare in Opera and to earn his M.A. degree. He
sity, specializing in biochemisSong" and will include scenes taught in the public schools of try. He has been a research
from operas based on Shakes- Huntsville, Alabama, for one chemist with several large inpeare's plays, as well as songs year, and later was a Spanish dustrial firms, and has taught
instructor at Jacksonville State at East Los Angeles Junior.
composed by the Bard himself.
College. During the summer
The finale will consist of parts of 1967, Cohen studied Span- College and North Carolina
State College in Raleigh. Dr.
of Cole Porter's Kiss Me Kate! ish at the University of PuerSimmons is replacing Dr. A.
and the musical The Taming to Rico. Cohen is replacing G. Smith, who resigned.
Neyda Grimal, who resigned.
of the Shrew.
Tickets for "Bailes EspaF. Howard Campbell III
noles" and "Shakespeare in
Joyce A. Scott
F. Howard Campbell III, a
Opera and. Song" may also be
Joyce A. Scott, a native of native of Waynesboro, Virpurchased at the door on the California, is an assistant proginia, is a geology instructor.
night of performance or from fessor of French. After reHe earned a BA.. degree from
Mrs. James Hoover. Subscrip- ceiving her early education in Berea College and a M.S. detions to all three performances Maryland and Colorado, she gree from the University of
are available from Mrs. Hoo- earned a B.A. degree from the Virginia, where he served as
University of Connecticut and a graduate assistant in geolver at the price of $4.50 for
Le Diplome des Etudes from
students and $7.50 for non- The Sorbonne in France, ogy. He has been engaged iri
geological research for the
students. Family membership where she served as a
is $8.00 per year.
graduate assistant and jun(Continued on Page 7)

Three Productions Planned
by Ann B. Norton
The Rockingham Chapter of
the Virginia Museum of Fine
Arts will present Moliere's
witty satire The School for
Wives on Wednesday, November 15, in Wilson Auditorium.
Admission for the 8:15 P.M.
performance will be $1.50 per
student and $3fX) -for nonstudents. Tickets may be purchased "either at the door or
by contacting Mrs. James
Hoover, 270 Newman Avenue,
Harrisonburg.

■

/

The 17th century play will
be performed by a professional
cast and will be directed by
James Dyas. Robert Wait
will play the leading role while
J. M. Hobson will play his
friend and confidante. A 16page program will be included
without charge, containing an
introduction by Peggy Wood,
First Lady of the American
Theater. The settings for the
play have been described as
"ingenious". Changes in scene
will take place in front of the
audience with (he curtain remaining open.
The Virginia Museum Theater Arts System will present a
total of three productions here
at Madison College. Jose Mo-

Departments Gain New Faculty

Janet Burgess and Jane McCraw, both students at Madison, will represent Virginia at
the National 4-H Club Congress in Chicago November
26-30. This all-expense paid
trip was awarded to these students for eight years of outstanding 4-H work. While in
Chicago Miss Burgess and
Miss McCraw will attend discussions, exhibits and lectures
by national celebrities.
Janet, a 19-year old sophomore, is president of the Madison 4-H Alumnae Club and
an active member of her class.
She lives with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Burgess, in Newport News, and
is a Home Economics major,
i

Jane, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Dancy McCraw of
pomatox, is a freshman
is also majoring in Home
onomics.
>

and
Apand
Ec-

Nation Educated
By Demonstrators
by K. Jones
Today we hear so many
people condemning collectively all demonstrations and all
who participate in them. It
seems that demonstrations
have become as ill-reputed as
muckraking, which actually
started out as a journalistic
campaign to save the people
of the slums. Just what ends
are demonstrations and demonstrators trying to achieve?
Elders Fail To Listen
In a land where one does
not reach his majority" until
twenty-one years of age, it is
most difficult to try to be
heard, however noble and just
your cause, until you have the
threat of a vote. It is traditional for the wiser elders of
the previous generation to pay
little attention to the infantile
prattle of the following generation. But it seems that the
younger generation of today
is better educated. You cannot tell today's college freshman that he couldn't understand the implications of a recession, because he understands.
Large technical words
neither frighten nor confuse
him. Escalation is a word
with assumed fright power
for many. I doubt that many
of our parents realize that
"escalation" (a word not
found in Webster's Collegiate
Dictionary, 1963 ed.) is a total
semantic fabrication on the
part of our government, who
has even resorted to augmenting our already rich language
so ,that they may influence our
thoughts on things too
weighty and sacred for the
people to. understand. We, today, don't like not to understand. We ask them to define escalation and they
(Continued on Page 7)
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WAA TIPS
• Recently the Madison Col- Blue Ridge College Teams in
lege Riding Club sponsored a the Southeast Tournament at
riding clinic at Oak Manor Sidwell Friends School in
Equitation School, owned and Washington, D. C. on Nooperated by Theodosia Spitzer. vember 18 and 19: Elaine ChoIt was conducted by Clayton by, alternate as goalie; Carol
E. Bailey, Director of Riding Horton, right halfback on first
at Sweet Briar College. Bailey team; Linda Liebno, center
is a former MFH of the Bed- halfback on first team; Sharon
ford County Hunt and has Orling, right wing on first
been a riding consultant to team; Chris Shelton, left wing
schools and colleges for fifteen on second team; Sharon Skinyears. He is a DGWS-DMA ner, left fullback on first team.
Riding Committee advisor and Linda Liebno was chosen by
a National Judge for rating the girls on the first team to
, be their captain. From this
riding.
tournament, the girls are eli• Students riding for critical gible to be chosen for the
analysis of skills were: Janet Southeast Team, which will
Astroth, Linda Ball, Loraine play at Goucher College in
Gumper, Ann Hall, Linda Mc- Baltimore during ThanksgivAdams, Barbara Moore, Cindy ing vacation. We would also
Pfister, Dawn Schuyler, Bar- like to congratulate Margaret
bara Jean Smith, and Ann
F. Horn, a member of the phyStein. The clinic was attendsical education staff, on maked by over fifty persons, in- ing the Blue Ridge Hockey
cluding club members, riding
Association Team. Also, the.
classes, and other interested WAA wishes to congratulate
people. We would like to
Linda Liebno on a fine perthank Lois E. Geil, Advisor to
formance in the Blue Ridgethe Madison Riding Club, for
New Zealand hockey game on
all her work concerning the October 31 as a member of
clinic.
the Blue Ridge Team.
• We wish to congratulate
• Bowling intramurals are
the following girls who made
now underway. The last day
the swimming team: Cindy
new bowlers can attend is NoAdams, Ann Baxter, Sue Beevember 14, because a mixed
man, Deborah Crytzer, Joleague will begin play at this
Anne Hughes, Bev Hutter,
time. On Tuesday, November
Kay Nash, Elizabeth Opitz,
14, everyone who wishes to
Mary-Carol Paul, Nan Pettiplay for the rest of the bowlgrew, Joyce Plaugher, Susan
ing intramurals should bring
Reichhart, Lynn Savage,
$3.75.
Nancy Taylor, Kathy Todd,
Fencing intramurals will
and Judy White as swimmers,
begin Monday, November 13
and to Sherry Ellis, Susan
at 4 p.m. They will be held
Gerhard, and Kay Taylor as
every Monday and Wednesdivers. Best of luck to Miss
day from 4-5:30 p.m. EveryDavis and the team this seaone is invited to attend.
son.
• Volleyball intramurals are
• The first string hockey
now being held on Tuesday
team went to Roanoke College
and Thursday from 8:30 to
for exhibition games. We lost
10:00 p.m. All interested perto Hollins College 2-0 and
sons are invited to attend so
beat Roanoke College 1-0. The
that teams may be formed.
only^.goal by our team was
scored by Linda Liebno. From • Tryouts for extra-collegitheir, performance in these ate volleyball will be held on
games, the following girls Monday, November 13, "at 4
were chosen to play on the p.m. in Keezell gym.

In a recent issue of The Breeze, the men's dorms were depicted as "the houses of illrepute that lie crumbling on the side of Main Street". Today, they are depicted as
piller8 of cement and steel that lie massively next to Lake Miller.

Small Reporter At Large
by Ann Elmore
What do. you think are the
main reasons that college students take drugs? Do you
think the taking of drugs is
likely to increase, or do you
think it is a fad that will die
out? Do you think there is a
presence of drug taking at
Madison? Why or why not?
Linda Wright, Sophomore,
Elementary Education

fault. It shows weakness to
face a reality and what is
around them."
"There will be an increase
among the bunch who cannot
cope. It will increase until
they are completely divided
with those who can cope and
those who can't.
"Yes, it's here, but in small
forms. I don't think it's on
campus but people here do
take them."

people like Dr. Timothy
Leary have done a lot to give
it a lot of publicity. I don't
think if will ever completely
die out.
"I don't think there is anybody, or I haven't heard of
anybody, taking drugs here.
The type of people attracted
to this area are drug prone.
Most people I have seen down
here are not the type that you
would associate with drug taking. There are not a lot of
hippies and such. I don't
think in a small town like this
drugs are that readily available."

'They probably do it be- Angie McCormick, Sophomore,
cause of insecurity. They are Health and Physical
just trying to find their place. Education
I don't think they really
."They do it to escape from
realize what they are doing.
reality and tension and also
• "I think the use of drugs just to try it out of curiosity, Bev Dunford, Junior,
Social Work
will increase unless some because everybody else does.
light's brought on it and they
"It depends. If something
"I think drug taking is ar.
realize what the effects are. new comes along that is going
escape because I feel like the
They start on marijuana and to catch on, they are going to
world is in such a turmoil
then they don't get enough try that.
that people are scared to
kicks so they go to bigger
"No, because if it was here death. This is a way to esthings.
you would see it being pushed. cape reality and I think there
"No; it's the type of people They are keeping it quiet if it are people who just can't face
who are here. It's usually the is present. There isn't much reality. A small minority of
more extreme people who do influence to take it."
drug takers do it just for
this and we have a pretty
kicks. It appears to me that
level-headed bunch here."
Keith, Drescher, Sophomore,
drug taking is increasing. I
i
Biology
don't know whether it just
Larry York, Freshman,
"They take it because mari- seems to be because of the
Business Administration
juana isn't habit forming. You publicity it gets or whether it
"They probably do it just can turn on and off any time really is.
for kicks and just to try it out. you want. It gives you sen"I think that there probably
Because it's a fad, not because sations and pleasures you can't is the presence of drugs here
year, Madison will send David they are addicts. There are also get from regular living. A few
Lingebach^Lstudent of Hubert pressures from home and" may be doing it so" toTieTh at Madjson, hut I have nothing to base it on. Any time
Fitch, as an alternate perwith the crowd.
school.
that you have this many peoformer at the VMTA state
"It will die out. It's not a
"With the new generation ple from different "plSces and
convention in Norfolk, Nofad because it's been here a it will increase. From our ages* different backgrounds you will
vember 25.
long time but it's just become to our early teens we have probably have a few that will
been doing things our parents go along with this ideology."
Shaw lists a recent publica- popular now.
"Yes,
I
think
it's
around
on
didn't do until their late 30's.
tion in the Sept.-Qct. issue of
"Madison is a different cam- Marvin Baber, Sophomore,
the INSTRUMENTALIST, every campus. You can't get
pus with different atmosphere. Elementary Education
"Getting a Good Tone from away from it."
There's not too much real
Beginning Strings." In addi"Ahead of their peers, they
Ronnie Prillaman, Junior,
originality
here.
There
might
tion, she is completing a Madwant everybody to think they
Elementary Education
be a few here though."
are big when often they don't
ison College Research Study
"It's because of frustration
know what they are doing.
Grant entitled, "A ComparaRichard Gretzkowski,
and pressure and grades and
It's to get away from their
tive Study of Eighteenth CenSophomore,
stuff that's against the studaily problems. At the motury Violoncello Sonata Litdents all the time. Every"The reason college students ment it's a fad. As long as
erature in Italy, Ehgland, body's gotten drunk so they take drugs is mainly from the the hippies are around it will
France, and Germany".
have to find a jiew way. I pressure of college. I would stay and as long as the drug
Dr. Shaw will be joined by think it's mostly people who say that they take it to be in- becomes more available, it
Hubert Fitch in a violoncello are people with unstable per- dividualists in a sense. All will stay."
"I believe it's possible for
recital, 3;00 p.m., December 3 sonalities. When they have a kinds of drug taking are diproblem they'll do anything to rectly from unstable psycho- the kids who live in the metroin Schaeffer-L'atimer- Little
get a kick and get away from logical makeup. I think it is politan area to bring it in. I
Theater, Duke Fine Arts it. I can see why people take going to decrease a lot be- believe it can be found on any
Building.
it, but it's each person's own cause in the past few years
(Continued on Page

Shaw Gives Up Position
G. Jean Shaw, founder and
-first president of the Virginia
Unit of the American String
Teachers Association (VASTA), gave up her post to Harvey Krasney of Arlington at
the November VASTA meet^
ing. Shaw relinquished her
position in lieu of her duties
as national membership chairman of the American String
Teachers Association. She will
remain Editor of the VASTA
FINGERBOARD, the official
publica^ieA^ofjhe State Unit.
Shaw, as Valley District
Chairman o f the .Virginia
Music Teachers Association,
announces student auditions
on Saturday, March 9 in Duke
Fine Arts Building. These
auditions are open to students
of VMTA members and are
offered to all age groups. This
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Major Book Club

on Makes Adjustments
by Madeline Delisle
"It does not rain all the
time in England." This comment was made by Carol Eynon, a Madison student. Carol
was born in Ponty Pridd,
Wales, and brought up in
England. She spent a year in
the U. S. seven years ago and
came to live in this -country
two years ago.
Carol is a French major and
one of the'seven girls living
in the "French Suite." She
hopes to go to France or England to continue her studies
after she graduates.
World Traveler
She has travelled extensively throughout Europe and
lived in Bangkok, Thailand
for two years. Her hobbies
are: swimming, tennis and she
is learning to play a guitar'
which she purchased in Spain.
She says that when she first
arrived in this country, "people would just sit and listen
to my accent and not listen to
what I was saying." Among
other adjustments she had to
make was remembering to
drive on the right side of the
road. She likes it here, but
does miss her native land.
Not only does she miss the
people, but a*so rhubarb crumble and an English breakfast
cereal called WEATABIX.

She (likes milkshakes which
"they don't have in England."
She says, "many, people in
England have the wrong idea
about America because of the
American films that are shown
in England." All American
youths are thought to be
wealthy. The average American feels that two cars are a
necessity whereas the average
Englishman would find it extravagant."
Dating "En Masse"
Carol says that the dating
situation is similar to that of
the U. S. but that teenagers
"go out in groups and not
couples." There are many
places in England where the
youth can go in groups and
where couples are not expected.
"America has more T V and
radio stations than we do in
England." This was something new to her and she also
had to get use to the advertising that goes along. with
these two media. "There is
no advertising on English
radio or T V, only on the
pirate ship "Radio Caroline"
that operates from a ship off
the coast."
Carol has survived the initial "Cultural Shock" that
every foreigner must go
through, and we hope she continues to <$o so.

Gives Fellowship
New York, N. Y., November 7, 1967 — Harry Scherman, Chairman of the Board
of the Book-of-the-Month
Club, announced last week that
Phyllis McGinley, Louis Kronenberger and William Styron
have been named as the National Board of Judges of the
"Book-of-the-Month Club Second Annual Writing Fellowship.
Fellowship Awards

The Roten Gallery, in Baltimore, Maryland, has loaned the
Duke Fine Arts Gallery prints by four of the strongest printmakers—Goya, Hogarth, Daumier, and Kollwitz. Donna
Myers is shown looking at the prints which range in price
from $8.00 to $675.00.

Idiot's Delight' Capsuled

by Anita Shope
Madison's fall production,
Idiot's Delight, a Pulitzer
Prize winning psychological
drama by Robert E. Sherwood, will be presented November 15, 16, 17, and 18 for
evening performances at 8:00
P.M. and November 18 for a
matinee at 2:00 P.M.
The setting is a secluded
hotel at the Italian border just
before the outbreak of World
War II. It is a story concernMadison College offers an to _the Director, Division of ing people of different nationaward of $100 to the student Social Studies, not later than alities, personalities, and culThe papers tural backgrounds. The peowriting the best paper on any February 20.
topic having to do with the should involve original re- ple are caught in the horrible
area of the United States from search by a student registered tension of the possibility of
1751 to 1836. Papers are so- at Madison College. Entries war—fearful of never returnlicited in the areas of art, should be typed, double- ing home.
The male lead Harry Van,
music, science, history, litera- spaced, "and approximately 5,a
traveling performer, and his
000
words.
The
format
should
ture, fashion, folklore, religion,
or political science. Certifi- follow W. G. Campbell's Form group of six girls, called "Les
cates will be awarded to the and Style in Thesis Writing. Blondes," who are also perwinner and an honorable men- The College reserves the right formers, are held over in the
tion at the Founder's Day to make no award if no paper hotel by the Italian authoriConvocation in March. All merits an award. Winning ties. There the officials wait
contestants will be guests of essays, judged by members of for the heads of the governthe College at the Founder's the English, political science ment to choose allies so they
and history departments, will will know whom to let cross
Day Banquet.
the borders.
Papers should be submitted be published by the College.
Meanwhile, Harry meets the
female lead, a Russian Countess named Irene. Harry feels
William L. Mengebier, Head not be admitted after that that they have known each
of the Biology Department, hour..
other somewhere, somehow in
announces that for the reDr. Mengebier also reminds their distant pasts.
mainder, of the semester, labo- students that labs will be kept
Quillery, a French pacifist,
ratory rooms 104, 113 and 116 locked from 12 noon Saturdays
Pay night for all area buses
in Burruss Hall will, remain until 8-^Lrn^ Monday,—If stuopen for student use On Mon- dents wish to study in the is Wednesday, November 15.
day and Wednesday nights labs after the last class has Prices and locations for payfrom 7 p;m. until Dr. Grimm's met, they may do so, provided ment are:
Washington—$7 round trip,
evening class is over, which they make arrangements with
varies between 9:30 and 10 a staff member to lock the $3.50 one way.
p.m. Entrance to the building doors. Unless there are most i Norfolk — $14 round trip,
may be made by the southeast unusual circumstances in- $7 one way.
Hoffman reception room —
front" door, or the rear door
volved, it is expected that all 6:30 p.m.
until 9 p.m. These doors will
7-Corners -r $7 round trip,
be closed at that time by .cam- rooms will be vacated by 6
$3.50 one way.
pus security and students will p.m.
Gifford reception room —
7:00 p.m.
THE.BREEZE, the weekly newspaper of Madison ColPortsmouth — $11.50 round
lege, can be secured by filling in the form below and mail•trip, $6.50 one way.
ing a $3.00 check or money order to THE BREEZE, Box 28,
Newport News — $10.50
Madison College, Harrisonburg, Virginia. Checks can be
round trip, $6 one way.
made out to THE BREEZE, Madison College. A year's subHoffman reception room—8
scription will bring approximately 25 issues of the newsp.m,
paper to your home. £0 students, send this form home today
New York — $21.00 round
so that your parents, relatives, friends, neighbors, .and boytrip,
$12.00 one way.
friends can be informed of the activities at your "alma maHoffman reception room —
ter."
•8:30 p.m.
Name:
Richmond — $7.00 round
trip, $3.50 one way.
Address:
Place to be announced.

Essayti Receive Awards

Lab Rooms to Be Open Nights

Page 5

is caught between national
pride and love of peace. His
temper and outburst bring
drastic consequences.
There is a German scientist
who is caught between her
own national pride and her
search for a physical salvation
of man.
The new\ywed British
couple offers loving tenderness—perhaps a future soldier.
Achille Weber is a cold,
stern munitionist.
The "Les Blondes," or dumb
blondes, offer comic relief from
the tensions, stress, and horror
of war.
These are just a few of the
people to be met at the Hotel
Monte Gabriele. "Playing
Idiot's Delight. The game that
never means anything, and
never ends." (Irene) All show
the various philosophies, attitudes, and emotions brought
to the surface when man faces
war.

Public Opinion Poll
Taken By Students
Vernon C. Mechtensimer of
the Social Studies Department
has introduced his political
science students to the major
technique of obtaining popular views on current events—
the public opinionrpolt—-by as^"
signing a questionnaire to be
polled directly from community residents.
Each student is to cover a
specific street and interview
seven people concerning state
and rational issues. This particular poll is the "closed end"
type, in which the person interviewed chooses from a set
of answers; therefore, no in-,
terpretation of answers is involved.. The first part of the
questionnaire asks questions
concerning the United States
policy in Vietnam, possible
1968 Presidential candidates,
and an increase in the state
sales tax. 'The second part
asks general questions about
the person being interviewed.
The results from the poll are
now being processed by computer and will be printed in a
future issue^of The Breeze.

^3

1 '. £i

T he Writing Fellowship
Program calls for the awarding of 14 fellowships of $3,000
each to seniors in American
and Canadian colleges and universities; the program is administered by the College
English Association.
Preliminary screening will
be done by a board of 21 'regional judges, three from each
of seven geographic areas,
which have approximately
equal student population.
The Book-of-the-Month Club
Writing Fellowships were
created with the thought,
Scherman said, that there are
many fellowships available for
those who wish to pursue scientific and scholarly investigations but relatively few are
available to the* young creative
writer. "We hope this pror
gram will help rectify this situation. We have designed it
to give the gifted college senior an opportunity to develop
his creative talents in the year
following his graduation."
Distinguished Staff
Styron, whose "The Confessions of Nat Turner" is described as "the book of the
year," is also the author "of
"Lie Down in Darkness," "The
Long March" and "Set This
House on Fire."
Miss McGinley, Pulitzer
Prize winning poet and author
of children's books, is a member of the National Institute
of Arts and Letters and the
author of "Sixpence m Her
Shoe" and "Times Three."
Kronenberger, noted critic
and author, is currently Professor of Theatre Arts at
Brandeis University. He is
the author of "Kings and Desperate Men" and "Grand Right
and Left."
Qualifications
The Fellowship Program is
open to any person who will
be a senior in an accredited
college or university in the
United States or Canada on
Dec. 1, 1967. Closing date for
entries is Dec. 1,^1967.
Application blanks , and full
information about the Program
may be obtained from the
English Department or by
writing -to Dr. Donald Sears,
Director, Book-of-the-Month
Club Writing Program, c/o
College English Association,
345 Hudson St., New York, N.
Y. 10014.
Winners will be notified
May 1, 1968,/a^d awards presented on June 15," 1968.

Jf;
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SOCCER RESULTS

Second Semester Dean's List Released
The Registrar's Office has
released the dean's list for
second semester, 1966-67. All
dean's list students must have
a 3.25 average Or better.
Abbott, David Michael;
Acree, Diane Gail; Adkins,
Carol Marie; Anderson, Nancy
Jane; Anderson, Virginia;
Armentrout, Ruth Varinda;
Arnold, Jane Karen, Arrowood, Margaret Jane; Atkins,
Betsy Carol; Atkinson, Frances Ann; and Attkisson, Helen
F.

Gardner, Judy Carmen;
Gardner, Mary Elizabeth;
Gaynor, Betty Jane; Gibson,
Rebecca Jo; Givens, Jo Anne;
Gochenour, Martha June; Gordon, Janice Lynn; Grahn,
Cathryn P.; Green, Sally Virginia; Grehawick, Mildred R.;
Groseclose, Ida K.; Gue, Ruth
Ann; Gulas, Faye Ellen) and
Guy, Jessica Joanne.

E.;^ and Mullins, Brenda A.
Nalepa, Janet A.; Nichols,
Nancy Lee; Nichols, Nancy
Vivien; Nielsen, Carol Ann,'
Niesz, Carole Jane; Noblette,
Ruth Ann; and Norton, Mary
Carter.
O a k e s, Margaret Susan;
and O'Hara, Cheryl Maureen.
Patton, Katharine A.; Paxton, Susan Carol, Payne,
Doris Arlenc; Peter?, Judith
Anne; Peters, Ruth Ellein;
Phillippe, Bonnie Jo; Phillippe, Jer"alyn Ann; Pierson,
Frances L.; Pinchbeck, Donna
Marie; Printzenhoff, Suzanne
R.; and Proctor, Phyllis Jane

Haga, Mary Priscilla; Hall,
Carolyn Anne; Hammer, William Ray; Harbeck, Faith;
Harris, Joanna; Harris, Marie
K.; Haught, Elaine; Haught,
Bailey, Andrea Lynn; Ball, Rita; Hazelwood, Jerilynn;
Audrey Lyn;; Ballard, Mary Heatwole, Mark Etter; HeuHancock; Barkman, Ruth ser, Karen Faye; Hogge, Julia
Ranson, Sylvia Kaye; RedBurner; Barlow, Carol Lee; Rae; Hook, Elsie V.; Huffman,
Faye
A.;
Hughes,
Mary
fern, Janice Dee; Reid, Jane
Barnes, Cheryl S.; Barrett,
Susan;
and
Hyde,
Judy
Kay.
Dare; Reid, Joan Leslie;
Jane Elizabeth; Baxter,
Remine, Diana Lee; Richey,
Juanita C; Bertron, Peggy
Iacobucci, Patricia A.; < Judith Lee; Ring, Ellie Ann;
Lynne; Beverage, Marietta; James, Diana Lynn; Jamison,
Blackwell, Kathryn L.; Janice L.; Joffre, Pamela Ritenour, Betty C; Ritter,
Borges, Candace M.; Bowell, Yvette; Johnsor., Janet- E.; Sandra Lee; and Ruleman,
Katherine G.; Bradford, Jud- Johnson, Martha Jane; John- Sheryl Crandol.
ith B.; Broaddus, Jane Har- son, William Kent; Jones,
Schullery, Louise Marie;
low; Buckler, Barbara Joan; Kathleen Lynn; and Jones, Shackelford, Harriet K.;
Burke, Carol Hazel; Busby, Margaret Elizabeth.
Sharpes, Mary Ann; Sheehe,
Caroline Mary; and Buzzard,
Davene Marie; Sheetz, Anne
Kay, Barbara G.; Kegley, Parker; Shuler, Martha ElizaRebecca J.
Edna Lee; Keller, Sharon beth ; Slack, Janet E.; SlaughCarpenter, Judith Anne;. Ann; Kidd, Donna Devier; ter, Janeen J.; Smith, Judy
Cartin, Caroline F.; " Cash, Kimberling, Doris Diane; Kay; Smith, Sheila L.; SpickReba Alice; Cissel, Susan King, Cynthia Ann; Kinzie, ard, Elizabeth G.; Sprinkel,
Marie; Clark, Donria Jean; Angela Grisso; Kcrte, Carol Margaret J.; Stallings, Marian
Clements, Sally H.; Clinedinst, June; and Krug, Clara E.
Leigh; Starr, Mary Ann;
Virginia; Coalter, Mary G.;
Stout,
Lorraine J.; Strauser,
Lane, Ann Russell; Lantz,
Col em an, Linda Wyatt;
Diann Faye; Strauser, ReCopenhaver, Martha Jo; Cos- Hays Blaine; Lantz, Robert becca Rae; Sutphin, Wanda
tello, Louise Ann; Cox, Saun- W.; Lasher, Jeffrey Ray; Gay; Sutton, Donna Faye;
dra Diane; Crady, Martha Lawrence, Betty Vint; Leach, and Swisher, Judy P.
Karen; Crews, Linda Kaye; Vrla R.; Ledane, M a f y
Taylor, Linda Lou; Tefft,
Crockett, Virginia W.; Crow- Louise; Lehman, Katheryn
ley, Virginia Anne; and Crox- Marie; Lewis, Joan Marie; Carolyn Edith; Thaler, StephLiller, Carolyn J.; Lingebach, anie P.; Thompson, Gail Ann;
son, Mary Blaine.
David S.; Littreal, Amanda Thompson, Marie Claude;
Danstrom, Darlene E.; Kelly; Lowry, Connie Marie; Thornton, Linda Jo; TorgerDavis, Jean Jester; Davis, and Lucus, Linda Lou.
sen, Louise G.; Traylor, BoRuth Trowbridge; Dawson,
nita Lou; Tribble, Marjorie
Mace, Juanita Loker;
Ann; Dawson, Blanche E;
Carol; Tribble, Sandra Kaye;
March, Ann Sullivan; MaririeDennison, Theodora Susan;
Truax, Wanda Coler; TureJc,
wicz, Judith C; MarsDenton, Terry Ann; Devol,
Mary Evelyn; and Tyree, Lena
Susan Ellen; Dooley, Bernice ton, Anna Keith; Martin, Pearl.
Alice Rae; Martin, Carolyn
Newman; Dowdy, Pamela
Duval; Martin, J. Ernest;
Unsinn, Patricia Anita; and
Jean; Driver, Nancy B.; and
Martin, Mary Jenkins; Vernon, Carol Conner.
Duncan, Carolyn Y.
M a t h i a s, Cheryl Diane;
Weaver, Carol Ann; WebEdwards, Gwenlyn Joyce; Mauzy, Barbara Jean; May, ster, Bonnie Jean; Weidman,
Edwards, Joyce Darlene; Nancy Goodloe; Mays, Wanda Julia Loy; Wenger, Carol
Emswiler, Bonnie Sue; Erd- Gay; McClanahan, Eunice C.; Ann; West, Whitney Dale;
man, George R.; Eustace, Re- McCool, Patricia Ann; Mc- Whitmer, Sarah Louise; Wilbecca Leigh; Eutize, Kathleen Ghee, Sharon Ann; McKenzie, lis, Eleanor Temple; Woolf,
Anne; Evanson, Maureen E.; Carol Lee; Mead, Fernande Mary Kathryn; Worley,
A.; Meeks, Jo C.; Menk, Caroand Evaul, Linda Elaine.
Sharon Kathleen; Wright,
lyn Lud wig; Merica,- Phyllis"Nell Cline; ahH" Wszalekr
Feagans, Linda Kaye; Fed- June; Miller, Barbara Ann;
Henry Steve.
don, Jeannette B.; Fisher, Miller, Mary H.; Minor, PaYoung, Dennis Evelyn;
Constance Sue; Flynn, Lynda tricia A.; Montgomery, Kim;
Moran,
Mary
Virginia;
Moses,
Younkins,
Karen J.; and ZirMarie; and Foster, Anita
Joan Camille; Moyers, Judy kle, Ronald Elmer.
Leigh.

Alumni Association Keeps In Touch
by Joan Barer

clubs some of which are lo- planning to publish for the
cated in Baltimore, Maryland first time an Alumnae magaMadison College's Alumni and Charleston, West Vir- zine, The Madisonian, which
Association was organized in ginia. The purpose of the As- will be sent to all the Alum1911 and has been in existance sociation is to keep Alumnae nae whose names and address
since. It maintains an office in touch with each other, ih- are on file. At a recent meeton the second floor .of Alum- spire the past students to ing, the Board decided to acnae Hall, that has approxi- maintain ideals for which the quire a full time Alumnae Dimately 10,000 files for all the college stands, and to pro- rector that will increase the
Alumnae. Sweatshirt( nities, vide scholarships and aid efficiency of- the Alumni Assoind jewelry are sold in the when necessary to the college. ciation.
office for the convenience of Anyone who has been a stuThis Association is supportthe students.
dent at Madison is eligible for
ed by voluntary contributions
membership in the AssociaThe Association is governed
from Alumnae Homecoming
tion.
by the Executive Board comwhich is held every year at
posed by six directors, chapAlumni has been publishing May Day. They have special
ter presidents, and committee two news bulletins and numer- luncheons, programs, yand class
chairmen. It has fourteen ous class letters. They are reunions for all the members.

October 31
Lincoln & Zirkle
Scoring: Faculty—Mr. Rader (2)
L&Z—Glenn Lake (1)
November 1

0
1

0

North & South
Lincoln & Zirkle
..„
Scoring: N&S—Mac Orebaugh (2)
Don Phillips (2)
L&Z—Glenn Lake (1).
November 3

OT Final
2
1
0
1

.... 2
.... 1

2
0

Final
4
1

1
1

1
0

Final
2
1

Faculty
_ _
Scoring: SE—David Stack (2)
Faculty—Mr. Cathcart (1)
NOTE: Co-recreational bowling and men's volleyball intramurals will begin November 21. Interested students
should sign up in the Men's Day Room or see Mr.
Rader personally.

BREEZE BRIEFS
The Placement Office has
announced that the U. S. Department of Agriculture will
be interviewing students Monday, November 13 from 9 a.m.4 p.m. They will return November 16 at the same hours.
Students majoring in business,
accounting, business administration and relaced fields arc
especially needed to fill positions.
On November 16 the Virginia Beach Public School
System will send their representative to talk with interested students. The representative will be in the Placement Office from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
There will be an evaluation
meeting'for those who student
taught during the first eight
weeks period on Thursday,
November 16 at 7 p.m.
Miss Columbia Winn, associate professor of psychology,
will speak on career opportunities on November 16 before a combined meeting of
the psychology majors and the
psychology faculty. The meeting, which will be held in the
A n thony-S eeger Campus
School, is in a series being
held to inform psychology majors of future opportunities in
their field.
New library hours became
effective Sunday, November 5,
announced Forest C. Palmer,
library head.
The library
will be open Monday through
Thursday, 7:50 a.m.-10:30
p.m.; Friday, 7:50 a.m.-10:00
p.m.; Saturday, 7:50 a.m.-5:00
p.m.; and Sunday, 1:50 p.m.10:00 p.m.
Dr. C. R. Hamrick, Associate Professor of Education,
recently completed the 1967
administration as President of
the Virginia Philosophical Association. This Association is
composed of approximately
one hundred persons whose
scholarly interests and teaching lie within the field of philosophy. The 1967 meeting
was held at V.P.I, on October
12-13. In 1968, the College of
William and Mary will be the
host, and in 1969 the Colleges
of Bridgewater and Madison
jointly will be the. host£—
Dr. Poindexter, from the
English Department, and Miss

Burke and Dr. Spahija; from
the Foreign Language Department, attended the SAMLA (South Atlantic Modern
Language Association) in Atlanta, Georgia, on November
9, 10, and 11.
Accompanying them was
Sidney Bland, who was
present at the Southern Historical Association.
All students wanting newspapers saved over Thanksgiving should give a note tt> the
Post Office with their name
and box number on it.

SMALL REPORTER
(Continued from Page 4)
campus big or small, church
affiliated or not. There's always someone willing to take
the chance of bringing it in."
Sylvia Owens, Junior,
Social Work
"I think the main reasons
that college students take
drugs are for kicks and escape
—the same reason many drink.
And I think that taking drugs
is going to increase because
people need an escape and
pressures are increasing.
"Yes, I do believe that people do take drugs here at
Madison. We are expanding
here. People from everywhere are cbrhlrigTnTiere and
it's easy to get in places like
New York. I would say that
mostly on this' campus it is
dominantjy marijuana—I don't
think kids here go for LSD or
heroin. It's really everywhere
—just nobody knows about
it."
Eddy Tuin, Senior,
Business Administration
"I think the main reason
that college students take
drugs is their inability to cope
with life as it is today—with
the problems of life. I certainly
hope it is a fad that will die
OUt.

/

"I don't believe that there
is a presence of drug taking
here at Madison because Madison is too conservative a
school for that. People who
would take drugs here would
be automatically eliminated
because they tend to be nonconformist and this certainly
is a school for conformity." 4

.
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NEW FACULTY
(Continued from Page 3)
Virginia Division of Mineral
Resources, the Virginia Council of Highway Investigation,
and the Texaco Corporation.
Campbell is filling a new position at Madison.
Martha L. O'Donnell
Martha L. O'Donnell, a native of Indiana, is an assistant
instructor of physical and
health education. She attended the University of Miami in
Florida, and earned a B.5. degree from Longwood College.
She had some graduate study
at the University of Miami
and Berry College in Miami.
O'Donnell has taught in the
public schools of Florida,
Rockingham County, and
Charlottesville. She also
served briefly as a tennis and
swimming instructor at Madison, and has recently been on
the staff of Mary Baldwin College. O'Donnell is replacing
Patricia Flaugher, who resigned.
John W. Rader
John W. Rader, a native of
Buena Vista, Virginia, is an
assistant professor of physical
and health education. He
earned a B.A. degree from
Bridgewater College and a
M.S. degree from the Univerr
sity of Illinois. He has also
studied at West Virginia University. This summer he received a M.S. degree in health
education from the University
of Oregon. Rader has served
as a part-time instructor at
the University of Ilinois, and
has taught in the public
schools of Missouri and Virginia. He is filling a new position at' Madison.
D-HALL
(Continued from Page 1)
3) Try other meal lines if
one seems too long.
4). Do not carry out foods
that are not pre-wrapped
—this includes butter.
Foods that may be taken
out include pre-wrapped
cakes, potato chips, etc.,
pre-wrapped ice cream,
fruit, and cereal.
Any constructive menu improvements may be placed in
the suggestion box in the Post
Office.

REVERBERATIONS
(Continued from Page 2)

We do' agree that any guy
who makes himself pleasing
to a girl's eye should have no
trouble getting a date. Ap- DEMONSTRATIONS
(Continued from Page 3)
proximately 25% of those we
have met from Virginia fall hedge. We ask them why we
into this category. It is this have inflations and recessions
minority group we welcome and they hedge. And, unforto Madison.
tunately, they can't hedge successfully
because they have
_.
Now in reference to the nothing to fear from an unen"mob brutality" on behalf of franchised youth.
the Madison men to the VirHow can we, therefore,
ginia "boys", (note: the use draw the attention of our eldof Madison "men" and Vir- ers to situations we cannot
ginia "boys" in Miss Emer- stand idly by and watch. Your
son's article) are you aware parents, all our parents, take
of the extenuating circum- little note of our political feelstances concerning their dates ings because we are too
on' those weekends? If not, young. But, if they read of a
ask the young women who demonstration, they ask why
have datecLthese "gentlemen," it was, that is if they have
what "they encountered. We any intelligence. And so, a
feel you will be extremely sur- cause is heard.
Misfits Or Patriots?
prised.
Those who back demonstraAlthough we have not met tions cannot all be so neatly
Miss Emerson personally, we labeled communists, turned on
are sure that she is an "au- beatniks, or people who hate
thority" on college social life. the U. S. in general, although
To make such a comparison those who may not understand
between Virginia "boys" and them would have us think so.
Madison "men", she must have The demonstrators are, for the
dated quite extensively dur- most part, people who love the
ing her first full eight weeks U. "S. and are concerned. They
here. She also appears to be are people who regret that
one of the few students on they must stoop to cheap publicity but they are devoted

■

enough to feel that they must
sacrifice something of their
pride for the sake of their
country. They are not misfits
you see at demonstrations;
they are mostly patriots. They
regret the sad incidences that
occur with marches and sit-ins
as much as you and I dd. They
do not wish to raise the rabble. Rabble rousing is not
easy in an educated country.
And these demonstrators- are
trying to educate their country.

Delivery of
Birthday Cakes
and Other Specialties by

Carl's Pastry, Inc.
located in

<■_-,

MICK-OR-MACK STORES

Phone: Either Store
or 434-3625

JIMMY'S
BARBER SHOP

Kappa Pi, Art Honorary
Fraternity, will choose one
piece of art per month as
the art work of the month.
Everyone is welcome to
participate.
The deadline for turning
in work is the 25th of each'
month.

MON., TUE., FRI.r SAT.
8:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M.
THUR.8-8~Cloi.dWED.
NORTH COURT SQUARE

Thee Place
OPEN 8 A.M. UNTIL

Serving sandwiches, hamburgers, hot dogs, pizza,
eggs, bacon, toast, ice cream, and drinks.
THEE PLACE is located behind the College Esso Station and
adjacent to the Medical Arts Building.

JOHN W. TAUAFERRO SONS

HUGHES PHARMACY, INC

JEWELERS — 54 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia

1021 South Main Street
DIAL 434-8650

WATCH REPAIR and STERLING SILVER CHARMS
ENGRAVING

PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM
COSMETICS

plus a large selection of

Pierced Ear Rings

STATIONERY

CANDIES — GREETING CARDS

—»

DOC'S

For your corsages, boutonnieres, and
flower arrangements

ROOM

TEA

CALL 434-4461

that's all that

Or stop by 273 East Market Street
for the best in flowers and service

need be said.

mmore ^Tlcowerd

■

)

GIRLT- EASILY EARN $26(hBY^
CHRISTMAS THROUGH SPARETIME SEWING AT HOME EVEN
WITHOUT A SEWING MACHINE"

■ 1

this campus who are entirely
misinformed . . . Virginia was
invited!!!
Mike Cappeto ('69)
John Heerlein (70)

Page 7

Easy>to-sew products (both with' and w.ithout a sewing
machine) can earn you extra money just in time for ChristJ
mas (and in the following months, too!). You can accomplish this in a few hours a. week, even while you're babysitting. There is no personal selling needed. Our booklet
gives you all the easy steps to follow so that you can have
fun sewing those items which you already know, plus new
ideas which you can learn, while every stitch earns you more
money. Our extra Directory of "Where To Send For Sewing Bargains" will be included FREE, (fabrics, threads,
yarns, buttons, ribbons, remnants, and even sewing machines
at low, low prices!) if your order is received within a week.
Rush two dollars today, (only $2.00) for your copy of
"GIRLS SEW AND EARN," to Amethyst Enterprises,
5 Jamaica Avenue, Greenlawn, New York, 11740. Your
money will be refunded if you are not completely satisfied—
and you may keep the Directory with our compliments!

v

^

catering to young women of all ages

STUDENT NIGHT
Friday, November 17, 1967
6;30 P.M. — 9:00 P.M.
We cordially invite all students to come in and enjoy our hospitality while you shop, during this special student evening.
Register for prizes!
153 SOUTH MAIN STREET

/

IN POWNTOWN HARRISONBURG

v

-i
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SEND THE BREEZE
HOME

STAMP IT!

IT'S THE RAGE
REGULAR
MODEL

DAIRY RITE

ANY s J3
3 LINE TEXT Cm
Tb. finest INKSTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. %" * V.

Sand check or money order. Be
■ure to include your Zip Code. No
potUg* or handling charge*. Add
Pre* iklpmMt. SiH.firtf .n GuarMteed
THAT MOPP CO.
I». 0. Boi 18623 Lenox Square Station
ATLANTA, 6A., 30326

Delivery 5:00-11 p.m.

Phone 434-9043
•■

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

.

MILES SHOES
47 Court Square

The Latest in
Styles and
Fashions
OPEN EACH
Thursday and
Friday Nights

Pictured above are the men who will represent Madison's basketball team this year.
In front row, left to right, are: R. Rudolph (Fr.), B. Sullivan (Fr)., B. Toohey
(Fr.), G. Bartley (Soph.), M. Mott (Fr.), D. Michael (Fr.), and J. Cork (Sr.). Second row, left to right, are: G. Drummond (Jr.), B. Hummer (Jr.), B. Rinker (Jr.),
H. Dickenson, Jr. (Fr.), M. Sklut (Fr.), D. Willoughby (Fr)., S. Smith (Fr.), and
N. Coyner (Fr.). Not pictured are R. Prillaman (Jr.), E. Hanger (Fr.), and Coach
Huntsinger.

Basketball Season Approaches
by John Heerlein
With the approach of the
intercollegiate basketball season, students may begin to
wonder who will be representing Madison on the basketball
court this year. The team will
consist of four transfer students, two returning lettermen, and eleven freshmen. It
is hopeful that these freshmen
will add the extra ability and
desire necessary in creating a
well-balanced team effort.
With this in mind, a brief
description of each player will
be given prior to the opening
game on November 29. This
week, the upperclassmen will
be introduced.
BOB HUMMER
'Bob is a 6'3", 195-pound
Junior from Sterling, Va., who
has been selected as one of the
co-captains. He attended ]>oudoun County High School
where he was co-captain and
Most Valuable Player on the
basketball team as well as participating in football and track.
He then entered Shenandoah
Junior College, was again cocaptain of the basketball team,
and won the Sportsmanship
Award (1966) for his efforts.
Bob feels the greatest need at
Madison this year is student
support and interest in the
team as he agrees this is essential in developing a lasting
school spirit. His plans for
the future include graduation
from Madison and entering
social work.
BUTCH RINKER
Butch is a 6'5", 210-pound,
Junior from Winchester, Va.,
who will also serve as cocaptain this year. He attended
James Wood High School before entering Shenandoah Junior College for two years.
Rinker and Hummer played
on the same basketball team
as co-captains at Shenandoah
where Butch was chosen Most
Valuable Player for his team,
the selection being made by
the opposing coaches and players. Butch also feels student
backing is a necessity this
year, along with the newly
created idea of cheerleaders.
He thinks this will definitely

increase the student interest
in the team. Butch is currently a Math major with a minor
in Education.
GRAHAM BARTLEY
Graham is a 5'10", 135pound, Sophomore from Saunton, Va. He attended Robert
E. . Lee High School and is
one of the two returning lettermen from last year's squad.
His activities include .active
participation in Sigma Delta
Rho social fraternity, Honor
Council representative, and
member of the golf team,
along with an avid interest in
all sport activities. He plans
to continue his education by
majoring in Elementary Education.
JOHN CORK
John is a 5'10", 165-pound,
Senior from Miami, Fla., who
is the other returning letterman this year. He attended
Palmetto Senior High School
in Miami where he participated in various sport activi-^
ties including a spot on the
all-city swimming team. His
future plans include graduation with a major in Elementary Education and a minor
in Physical Education.
GEORGE DRUMMOND
George is a 6'1", 190-pound,
Junior transfer student from
Frederick College. He lives
in Edinburg, Va., where he attended Central High School.
He has been presented the
American Legion Citizenship
Award for outstanding contribution to the community and
his interests include "any type
of sport activity." George
hopes to graduate with a major in Psychology.
RONNIE PRILLAMAN
Ronnie is a 5'6", 140-pound, .
Junior transfer student from
Ferrum Junior College. He
makes his home in Rocky
Mount, Va., where he attended Franklin County High.
School before entering Ferrum. His interests include
hunting and fishing, music and
dancing, and "trying to make
good grades." Ronnie also
plans to major in Elementary
Education .with a minor in
Physical Education.

PLECKER
FLORIST
619 Collicello St.

Phone: 434-&

Phone 434-8000

A &

The only Greenhouses
in Harrisonburg

BEAUTY SALON
49-D West Water St.
Harrisonburg, Va.

JULIAS RESTAURANT
Serving

STEAKS and REGULAR MEALS
Pizza and Italian Spaghetti
A Speciality
Featuring the HUNT ROOM
201 North Main Street

All Madison Student

Harrisonburg, Virginia

Checks Cashed
NO PURCHASE

DIAL 434-4991

NECESSARY

rr

m

Ovi't

TOTAL SHOPPING
EN

HARRISONBURG'S
LARGEST
DEPARTMENT STORE
t

■

FEATURING
SPORTSWEAR, DOMESTICS, COSMETICS, LINGERIE,
and MANY OTHER DEPARTMENTS
Free Cab Service to and from GRANTS
Call CITY CAB 434-2515

ENJOY THAT MEAL AWAY FROM HOME IN
GRANTS BRADFORD ROOM RESTAURANT
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 10 A.M.-9 P.M.

